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About This Game

With boots of speed on your feet, an infinite supply of bullets for your semi-automatic and the ability to jump over twice your
own height, you're well equipped to go up against any enemy on your quest to reach Lovely Planet! Balance between jumping

around dodging bullets and taking aim for a better shot at your enemies, don't waste time camping at cover spots and waiting for
enemies to pop out - artfully evade the onslaught of bullets and defeat all baddies that stand in your way!

The most authentic First Person Shooter experience, a game of jumping and shooting

Hundred levels to master, five worlds to discover, one faraway destination

Learn and practice each level to earn stars and set world records

Search for multiple secrets hidden deep within each world

Precise Gun Ballet at a flawless 60 frames per second! (conditions apply)

A story so abstract, it's not told at all - you won't know what hit you

Original Soundtrack by Calum Bowen
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Without a doubt one of the worst games I have played. The reason this game is so hard is due to it's inconsistencies. The physics
are all over the place. There is literally no way to judge how much you can move left to right, it's completely random. Wall
jumping is the most awkward mess, sometimes the jump button just doesn't do anything. If you want the achivements you will
be playing this horrible mess for over 3 hours and I can guarentee you it will be a horrible experience.. The new manufacturing
mechanic changes the puzzle substantially and adds a fresh challenge, but this sequel has the familiar feel of the original game..
Fun, interesting, good setting, and with tongue-in-cheek aspects I enjoyed.
As with so many HOG-adventure type games, the story is straightforward, and the bad guys are obviously bad (Evil Viziers R
Us in this case), but I found it a good combination of fluff and puzzles. Nothing wrong with a few Aladdin-Raiders of the Lost
Ark tropes and feels!

I fully recommend this game to HOG-adventure lovers.. Some things I notice right away - The performance is terrible. My
machine well meets the recommended requirements and I still get ~20 frames per second on medium settings.

There's no traditional tutorial, at least not in the sense of reading instructions and then practicing, which is practical in a flight
sim. It's easy enough to keep the plane flying straight if you have a flight stick, but for any casual player who's using mouse and
keyboard, it'll be difficult to keep the plane from nose diving while reading instructions all at a horrible frame rate.

Even the highest setting for graphics looks horrible. Enough said.

I could rant more about this, and struggle to find redeeming characteristics, but I think I've hit the criteria which are necessary
for a video game to be enjoyable. Please don't buy this.. This is a great software and I do hope one day it can support
Chinaese...... Its like Legend of Grimrock but instead of killing monsters you molest and strip monster girls to make them join
your party.

11/10 would rip the pantsu off a catgirl.. Rhythm Destruction is a bullet hell rhythm game developed by Curious Panda. Yes
that\u2019s right, a bullet hell rhythm game. I\u2019m a huge bullet hell shooter fan and love games such as Danmaku
Unlimited or Mars Matrix. I\u2019m also a huge rhythm game fan and love games such as Dance Dance Revolution or
Beatmania IIDX. One would think that a combination of the two would be the greatest game for me.

The game hits all the proper marks for a bullet hell shooter. The controls are tight and responsive, bullets are easy to see and
hazards are easily identifiable, and bosses pull some \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t bullet curtains. All par
for the course for the genre. On the rhythm side the music is pretty good, button combinations and their rhythms are somewhat
hard to discern at first but after a while it gets easier to understand. As a bullet hell shooter on it\u2019s own, the game does
well. As a rhythm game on it\u2019s own, the game does well. Combining the two causes some issues.

Gameplay at first is very jarring. The player can move his ship around the screen, however the player cannot manually shoot at
enemies. Enemies appear on the screen with an arrow above them and a colored ring that slowly collapses onto it. The ring color
indicates what kind of note that command is (quarter note, eighth note, sixteenth, note, etc) and the amount of time it takes the
ring to close indicates when to press that command. Hitting the correct arrow on the correct beat makes the ship fire on the
enemy. Missing the command allows the enemy to remain on the screen and fire upon the player until the player passes them.
Some enemies that spawn will not have arrows on them, making them indestructible but still able to fire upon the player. Players
can dodge bullets and enemies in typical bullet hell fashion.

Here is where the gameplay becomes a bit convoluted. As I mentioned earlier the skillsets for both rhythm games and bullet hell
games require a lot of concentration to not die, combining the two in this fashion makes the game artificially hard. You have to
pay attention to which enemies are firing on you and what pattern the bullets are making, as well as pay attention to the enemies
with arrows and hit the commands in the correct order. Enemies that are currently firing on you aren\u2019t necessarily
enemies that currently have commands on them, which means you will either be hit by a bullet as you try to complete a
command, or you will miss a command because you are avoiding bullets.

While it doesn\u2019t do anything bad about both genres, it doesn\u2019t do both necessarily well, and there are other games
that do either one better than this one. If you are a lover of both bullet hell games and rhythm games or want to try a pretty
original concept, I would suggest buying the game.
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See more of the review at: http:\/\/www.skepticalminotaurgames.com\/rhythm-destruction1. its a waste of money. The Girl and
the Robot is a short adventure game that obviously takes inspiration in games of the like of Ico. Here, you'll have to make two
characters collaborate, using their complementary abilities: one is strong and can fight and push heavy blocks around, the other
is nimble and can jump and get into narrow places. I'll let you guess which is which.

The mechanics convey well the idea of collaboration, and it shows a dependency between both protagonists. It can seem at first
that the robot is here to rescue the girl, but she's just as necessary to their escape as he is. Some "take-care" mechanics also
foster that feeling: the girl can heal the robot after he was injured in combats, and he can pick her on his shoulder and carry her
around. I would in fact do that sometimes with no real purpose just because I found that mechanic very cute.

However, as much as I love the core mechanics, there are some flaws too. The most striking one is that there is almost no music
throughout the game, which makes it feel more empty than it should. The soundtrack itself is pretty great; it would be better if
we'd get to hear more of it.

The other one is the combat. The closer you get to the end of the game, the more often you'll have to fight swarms of enemies,
often in tight rooms. Sometimes, it's hard to do a single hit in those situations.

However, having the girl being super vulnerable and needing to hide is a fun twist in my opinion, and as some people pointed
out, it makes the combat feel like an escort mission (which I see positively). With that as well as the two weapons available, I
think there is a lot of potential for an appealing combat-system. And to be honest, I found it more appealing and way less
repetitive than in adventure games like Ico.

I know some people criticize the game for ending on a cliffhanger and not disclosing well enough that this is actually Act 1 of a
series. It's fair, but I'm personally happy that we have a chance to someday have a game that will follow the same direction as
The Girl and the Robot while hopefully fixing some of its flaws. Its universe and its mechanics deserve to be revisited, and
overall, the goods outweigh the bads by far.
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Best $3.74 I ever spent(on a game). Off-Road Drive > Spintires. The only thing Spintires has going for it is the mud
simulation(which is 100x better). Other than that though, this game is the real "Ultimate Off-Road Driving Experience". I'm,
also, so glad I waited to purchase it until after being so disappointed by Spintires. Helped ease the pain a bit. Just wish someone
would hurry up and make Off-Road Drive 2.. Tons of fun. This one went under the radar, and I would confidently say that its
SP campaign blows away anything that Activision (CoD) or DICE (BF) has produced in the last 10 years.

FFOW has an interesting storyline, good gameplay concepts, and an overall good feeling. Very surprising, considering CHAOS
Studios' 'Homeland' had a terrible campaign.

There are a good variety of missions and players are able to use an assortment of vehicles and aircraft throughout the SP
campaign. What I enjoy most is the "hands off", non-linear approach of the SP campaign. Certain missions will give you tanks,
planes, drones, etc, but wont force you down a specific route. It's like the developers said "Here are your objectives, here are
your tools, you figure it out". The maps are large enough so that players can actually develop a strategy and execute their own
plan, this allows great re-playability on missions.

My only gripe is that there is no COOP. A COOP campaign mode would be fantastic.. This is a action packed game that keeps
me guessing and laughing. It seems easy, but then suddenly you have been out gunned by some kind of space zoo AI and some
sweet space graffes or space pigs or some other sweet pixelated space zoo inhabitant has been left behind due to your
carelessness. You are instantly motivated to try again!

The colors and explosions are beautiful. The weapons at your disposal are nicely balanced... you can do alright for a while
bashing wth the one weapon you start with... but soon you discover the rest and it makes you happy.

I haven't tried multiplayer yet, but it be great, of course, since the game itself is already great.

The developer showed this game at a game expo in DC, MAGFest two years ago. there have been so many improvements! You
will not be disappointed if you buy this game!. Really really bad port job and an uninspiring gameplay.. The game starts out so
easy... but then you learn that sometimes you have to use slow down time... and sometimes you have to use speed up time.... and
sometimes you have to dash while slowing down or maybe speeding up.... and that's just the first 2 levels! The game is quite
fascinating and different. It is like a cross between Tetris and Simon, with a cool story thrown in. Yet it is an entirely unique and
fun game. Definitely challenges your reflexes. Highly recommended!
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